
Faculty Member Contact Information 

Name: Ms. Laura Strand       

Department: Art and Design      Phone Number: (618) 650-2812 

E-mail Address: lstrand@siue.edu                                Campus Box: 1774 

 

Description of the URCA Assistant Position 
This posting includes one funded position. In addition, the faculty member may be willing to mentor an additional, 

unfunded student. 

 

How many unfunded students is this professor taking in addition to his/her one funded student?   

This professor will be taking 1 additional, unfunded student 
(Students, if the faculty member will have both funded and unfunded students, he or she is free to select which student receives 

the funding. Funding cannot be split up between multiple students; only one student will receive it.) 

 

Which of the following apply to this position?  

 [X] This position is only open to students who have declared a major in this discipline.  

 [   ] This project deals with social justice issues.  

 [   ] This project deals with sustainability (green) issues.  

 [   ] This project deals with human health and wellness issues.  

 

How many hours per week will your student(s) be required to work in this position?  
10. (Minimum is 6 hours per week; typical is 9.) 

 

Will it be possible for your student(s) to earn course credit?    Yes. 

 If ‘yes,’ in which course?   ART 484 Research in Textiles 

 If ‘yes,’ for how many credit hours? 3 

 

Location of research/creative activities:  

Laura Strand's studio in Worden Illinois 

 

Brief description of the nature of the research/creative activity:  
Professor Strand's research uses textiles and textile techniques to make visually palpable the relationship of nature to 

culture. Photographs of the physical world are translated through silkscreen to fabric. The methods used add printed 

images, impose hand-painted dye, use discharge solutions to print and remove dye and then add back another color 

to enrich and deepen the notion of bright light and shadow. In addition, the chemical sodium bisulfate is mixed into 

printable form to destabilize cotton so that an image can be "burned" through, leaving the impression of a hole that 

reveals an underlayer. Using the materials and process to bring physical life to the idea of conservation and sanctity 

is my goal. I teach all of these processes while pairing them with stories that I use them to convey ideas. These one-

on-one teaching sessions help me to bring out their observations and help them to envision ways to use materials to 

aid their own artwork. 

 

Brief description of student responsibilities: 

A student will listen and observe demonstrations carefully, read and take notes on the handouts thoroughly and keep 

those two leaning methods in mind as they approach using the materials and methods to create work. I will assign 

tasks that increase in difficulty as we move through the semester. Many opportunities will be offered to make their 

own samples in my studio. I expect the student to be bold as they approach work on my pieces. They must 

understand that only through trials, both successful and unsuccessful, do we find an understanding of how to work.  

All of this learning must then be reinterpreted to visual their own conceptual ground. 

 

URCA Assistant positions are designed to provide students with research or creative activities experience. As 

such, there should be measurable, appropriate outcome goals. What exactly should your student(s) have 

learned by the end of this experience? 
For Natalie Lowe, my first assistant, I have noted her progress as she has completed processes. So far these include: 

dye printing, dye discharging, linking fabrics into layers, using "burn-out" to bite through the layers and 

polychromatic printing. These have involved many conversations about using the color chart to understand color 

dynamics. In the next few weeks we will explore two color silk screens and the process of readying images for 

transfer to silk screen. These have moved into a relationship with metalsmithing as fabrics created and layered to 



become a part of contemporary metalwork. I am excited by the results and the possibilities within her work. This 

experience has also allowed me some distance from my work through teaching that is proving to have very powerful 

results. While using a piece as an example during teaching, I am finding a new variety of clarity in viewing my work 

conceptually. 

 

Requirements of Students 

 

If the position(s) require students to be available at certain times each week (as opposed to them being able to 

set their own hours), please indicate all required days and times: 

A student must drive 30 minutes east to the area just past Worden twice a week. The best meeting times are from 

8:30-11:30 each Monday and Wednesday morning. The additional four hours each week can be more freely chosen 

but must have some time available for me to directly observe and comment on their developing artmaking. 

  

If the location of the research/creative activities involves off campus work, must students provide their own 

transportation?  
Yes, they must provide transportation. 

 

Must students have taken any prerequisite classes? Please list classes and preferred grades: 

They must have taken Art 202F, Introduction to Textiles. This assumes that all four 112 courses have been taken. 

 

Other requirements or notes to applicants:   

Willingness to learn. 

 

 


